1. I~TRODUOTIO~ In the previous paper (Robertson & l~eeve, 1952) we described the characteristics of a strain of D~'osophiIa meIanogaste~" taken from the Nettlebed wild stock and selected continuously for long wings during fifty generations. Throughout this period the strain appears to have retained considerable genetic variability, since it has shown a consistently high phenotypic variance of wing length, while both average wing length and its variance decline as soon as selection for long wings is relaxed. Nevertheless, there has been little response to selection since generation 20, so that a long-maintained equilibrium must exist between the pressltre of selection for long wings and some opposing force. A number of experiments have been made in order to study the factors underlying this situation. They include study of the effects of relaxing or reversing selection, and of close inbreeding with and without selection, tests for the presence of lethals, attd progeny tests of the parentoffspring relationships of size, fecundity and viability. In the present paper we shall describe these experiments and discuss the kind of genetic model which might explain the results.
~IZE, VAllIANCE AN/) VIABILITY (a) l'~'ends during selection for long wings
Long-wing selection has now been carried on for seventy-six generations, and the trends of wing length and its variability are shown in Fig. 1 (A, B) from generation 20 onwards.
Wing length is shown as deviation from the size of the unseleeted controls, and the values for the two sexes have been averaged. Controls were not measured regularly lmti] generati0n 20, and the rate of progress before this point is rather uncertain. Wing length hardly changed from generation 20 to 30, tJaen appears to have increased very slowly for the next iifteen generations, but remained practically constant from about generation ~I6 onwards. The average deviation above unselected size during generations 66-76 was 7"8 % for wing length and 8"2 % for thorax length, so that both dimensions have made about the same percentage advance. Males and females of a single strain differ in both mean and variance of wing length, hut have approximately the same coefficient of variation, and this index has therefore been used as the measm'e of variability, on the assumption that it eliminates most of the effects of absolute size. Fig. 1 B shows that the coet[icient of variation of wing length has .~ general remained well above the level of the unselected controls since generation 24:, os ~erhaps earlier. Mean variability during successive intervals is shown in Table 1 .
Variability has remained remarkably constant in the selected strain, averaging 2.16 ~ , but it has declined gradually in the controls from generation 40 onwards. It is dit[icult to believe that long-term environmental trends would affect one line and not the other in this way, and prob ably the controls have been gradually losing genetic variability, although a large mass-mated stock has been maintained. The average coefficients for the two sexes are in close agreement for each strain, though there is perhaps a tendency for the value to fall off more in males than in females in the control stock. Taking the average of the f~'st two periods as typical of the unselected stock, it appears that the relative variance is at least 50 ~ greater in the selected strain, so that continued selection has led to a marked increase in variance, in spite of the rather close inbreeding in the line, due to the small number of parents per generation (between 6 and 18).
The egg-to-adult viability can be estimated h'om the ratio of the munber of flies emerging to the number of eggs mdtured each generation. This index is known to be influenced by several factors which it has been impracticable or impossible to standardize trader the conditions of ore" selection procedure; e.g. quality of yeast, nutritive conditions as influenced by fungal growth on the culture medium, age of parents, proportion of eggs to larvae cultm'ed, and density of larvae in the cultm'e. Thus it is not surprising to find violent fluctuations in the index of viability from one generation to the next. In order to bring out the long-term trends in viability, five-generation moving averages have been plotted in Fig. 1 C. These cover the period of generations 14-78. Viability gradually declined from 56 to 20 ~ between generations 19 and 53, the average rate of change being about 1 ~ per generation. It is tempting to relate this to the steady pressltre of inbreeding caused by the mating system used, which would be expected to cause a decline in heterozygosity of about 3-4 ~ per generation, in the absence of selection (tIaldane, 1953) ; but ff this is the cause of the decline, it is difficult to explain the temporary rise in viability dttring generations 53-58, and the long rise fl'om generation 66 onwards. It seems probable that long-term envix'onmental trends--e.g, seasonal influences on quality of yeast or kinds of flmgi in the medium--are also present. Unfortunately, comparable trends for the controls are not available, since their viability was not estimated regularly. Twenty-seven counts made since generation 44 give an average of 56 %, but their viability may have been higher previously, when the selected line was itself at this level, and it cannot be assmned that the viability of the selected strain had not declined during the first twenty generations of selection.
Similar data are not available for fecundity, since groups of three females were generally put up to oviposit together, and only sufficient eggs were taken off each generation to continue the selected strain. Judging from the average number of eggs cultm'ed each generation, egg-laying ability never fell low enough to hinder the normal continuance of the strain.
(b) The effects of ~'elaxi~g and reversing selection
Ohanges in mean wing length and its variability when selection pressure is relaxed or reversed are shown by dotted and broken lines in Fig. 1 A and B. Lines in which there was mass-mating and no selection for size were started at generations 27, 37 and 66, and cultured under conditions which prevented overcrowding. Reversed selection lines were started at generations 23, 41 and 69, using the same mating system as in the forward selection except in the first experiment, where parallel lines were taken off, each maintained by brother-sister mating (Robertson & l~eeve, 1952) .
In the early experiments mean wing length returned right back to the unselected level or below it, but the decline was not so sharp in the experiments made after generation 't0. This is brought out more clearly in Fig. 2 , where the difference between the selected and experimental lines is shown as a percentage of the average deviation of the selected strain from control size for each of the later experiments. This method of ])lotting gives a smoother curve, since it shows the deviation between selected and experimental lines directly, and eliminates the disturbing effect of a tendency for both lines to fluctuate out of step with the controls. The trends are shown for both wing and thorax length. In both series of experiments wing length reaches equilibrium at about 50 ~ of its original deviation, but the decline in thorax length is much less--at most 20 %. It is remarkable that the total decline in wing length is about the same whetlier selection is reversed or merely relaxed, though the rate of decline is more rapid in the former case. The rate of decline was also more rapid in the earlier than in the later experiments; thus wing lenggh reached equilibrium in at most four generations when selection was relaxed at generation 37, but it declined at an almost constant rate for seven generations when selection was relaxed thirty generations later. Evidently genetic changes affecting the unfixed variation have occm'red during this interval; possibly the selective disadvantage of the unfixed genes responsible for large size has been reduced compared with the alleles which replace them when artificial selectiou for large size is stopped. Changes in viability in the last mass-mated linc and the last two reversed selection lines are shown in Fig. 3 (data are not available for the earlier experiments). In all cases viability rose well above that of the':selected strain, and appears to have reached a peak at its second generation. A very rough estimate of the relative change ill viability may be made by comparing the average viability in experimental and forward selection lines from the second generation onwards (Table 2 ). It appears that when selection is relaxed or reversed, there is an increase of ~0-50 % in the number of flies produced per 100 eggs cultured, and it looks as if the relative increase in viability as well as the average viability is less in the tests made on the later generations. Dr B. M. Slizynski kindly made a cytological study of the salivary-gland chromosomes of a sample of larvae from generation 60 of the long-wing strain. He was unable to detec~ any visible chromosome abnormalities, so it is probable that these are uncommon in the strain and are not responsible for its characteristic behaviour.
Tests were made at generation 58 for the presence of lethals on the second and third chromosomes, sex-linked lethals being ruled out by the Net that the sex-ratio is nov abnormM. Stocks carrying Curly Lobe-4/Plum and Moir6/Prickly, respectively, were used to test the second and third chromosomes. Thus for the third chromosome tes~, males from the long-wing line were each mated to a group of Mg/Pr females. Every Pr/( + ) male from such a mating carries a sample third chronmsome from the parent male. This chromosome is duplicated by mating the Pr/( + ) male to several Md/P~" females and picking OUt ~/-/d/( J-) offspring of both sexes. These are mated together, and the absence of ( + ) flies in their offspring indicates that the ( + ) chromosome sampled is lethal when homozygous. Several samples must be taken from each male being tested, to make sure that both its third chromosomes are tested. When ( + )/( + ) flies era'rive, the ratio of wildtype to marked flies gives a measure of the relative viability of different ( + ) chromosomes. The second chromosome test is similar, using in succession Tests oll both chromosomes were made on fern' of the longcst and fern' of the shortest winged males from one of the cultm'es of selected generation 58, which were mated go both CyL'l/Pm and JJd/Pr fcmalcs. In the test on the second chromosome, no lcthals were found, and the relative viability of second chromosomes sampled from each parent is shown in Tablc 3, together with details of the test. The viability index (200 x ratio of ( + )
to CyL ~ flies) is 100 for cultm'es in which ( + )/( + ) and ( + )/CyL ' flies are equally viable. Chromosomes from the longest flies (L1-L4) have an average viability index only 5 % lower than those from the smallest flies ($1-$4), and there is so much overlap between the two series that this difference is probably not significant. There is, in fact, little evidence of a negative correlation between size of parent and viability of flies homozygous for one of its second chromosomes. Viability is about 10 % higher for females than for males, but this difference may be due to differential viability of the CyL 4 chromosome in the two sexes. Averaging the two series and sexes, viability of ( + )/( + ) homozygotes is only about 9 ~ below that of CyL 4 flies.
The test for third-chromosome lethals gave quite a different result, which is summarized in Table 4 ..
In four of the parent flies from the selected strain (L1, L a and L4, SJ both chromosomes are evidently lethal in the genetic backgrmmd of the test, while in the case of the other fern' flies tested one third chromosome is lethal, so that there is a tendency for large flies to carry lethals on both chromosomes and small flies on one. Lethality is virtually complete in the case of L1_4, but a few ( + ) flies sm'vive in the other series, as indicated in the last column of Table 4 -.
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Crosses were made between the Md/(+) flies from the various lethal series, in order to determhle how many lethal-bearing loci were involved. The crosses between flies coming from ~he same parent series gave ghe following remarkable results (Table 5) .
Of the five chromosomes sampled from L 1 which were crossed together, four were completely interleghal, while the fifth gave abou~ one-quarter of the expected proportion of ( + ) flies when he~erozygous wigh one of the first four. The fore" interlethal chromosomes are presumably identical wigh one of the parent chromosomes, while the fifth chromosome is ~he other. Thus the two parent chromosomes give very low viability when combined in the new genetic background created by the tesg. In the case of L 8 and La, all the chromosomes tested were interle~hal, so tha~ the chromosome pair of each fly is apparently completely inviable in the genetic background of the test. It is clear that the test has introduced conditions which make it impossible to draw conclusions about the existence of lethal genes within the genetic background of the long-wing strain.
At this point ~he test was discontinued, in view of the pressure of other experiments, but many of ~he lethal chromosomes were retained in balanced stocks, and some further test crosses were made nearly a year la~er. Of eight chromosomes retained from the L series, seven were still completely lethal and ~he other had a very low survival. Intercrosses were made between representatives of each paren~ series, and ~he results are summarized in Table 6 , using the same viability index as before (2 • % of wild-6ype to MJ flies).
Le~hali6y is complete for L1, La, L,t.1 and crosses between t]~em, and pearly complete (about 15% survival) in crosses involving L2. The ~wo fllrther samples lu L a tested (La. 2 and L4..a) were each completely lethal but were only partially lethal in crosses with the other series. None of these crosses gave anything approaching complete viability of the wild-type flies heterozygous for two L chromosomes. These results indicate that the same lethal gene or block of genes is carried in each tested chromosome, and that differences in genetic background between some of the balanced stocks allow partial survival of (+) flies in certain crosses. Tests on the S series gave essentially the same result, though here lethality was not complete except in the case of the fottr chromosomes retained fl'om S a. Omitting two chromosomes which had completely lost their lethality, the results may be summarized as shown in Table 7 .
Viability is low, and of approximately the same magnitude in crosses made within S parental series, between S parental series, and between S and L parental series, but it may be noted that the S a and L series, while each completely lethal, are only partially lethal when crossed together. The net result of these crosses is that all the chromosomes of L and S series which are partly or completely lethal when made homozygous by the test, are partly ol I completely lethal when intercrossed with each other. This implies that a third chromosome gene or group of genes present in all the flies of the long-wing line tested, was lethal in the foreign genetic background introduced by the test, and that its lethality was nlodified by variations in this background. But it appears from Table 4= that Li, La_ 4 and Si are homozygous, while L~ and S~_ 4 are heterozygous for this gene or gene group, so that it cannot have become fixed in the long-wing strain. Thus a majority of the largest flies are apparently homozygous and a majority of the ,smallest flies heterozygous for a genetic factor which becomes lethal or nearly lethal when out-crossed, and has an unknown effect in the long-wing strain background. When out-crossed, this effect is more completely lethal if it comes from the largest than from the smallest flies.
Such an effect can hardly explain the tendency for size to be reduced and viability to increase in the long-wing strain when selection is relaxed, since this must be due to lethal or low viability genes which are heterozygous in large flies and absent fl'onl small flies. The test provides no evidence for the e.~stence of such genes.
PARENT-OFFSPRING ICELATIONSHIPS OF ,SIZE AND FEICTILITY
(a) Design of the proge~y tests
Progeny tests have been made on the 45th, 51st and 68th generations of the selected strain, by mating pail's of flies chosen to cover as wide a size range as possible, and measuring the wing and thorax length and viability of samples of offspring from each pair, as well as the femmdity of the parent females. The low fertility of the strain made it impossible to obtain sufficient parents for the first two tests without fn'st building up the stock by a generation of mass-mating; but improved viability at the 68th generation enabled us to make the third test on flies coming directly tk'om parents selected for large size. It is important to 5~tudies i~ quantitative i~he~'itance bear this distinction in mind when interpreting the results. All the tests were made under the standard conditions at 25 ~ C., as described by Robertson & l~eeve (1952) , but the following variations in procedure should be noted.
Choice of pa'rents. The efficiency of a progeny test in estimating heritability, measurcd ill terms of number of units of information per parcnt, is nearly doubled by pairing thc parents in such a way that there is a high positive phenotypic correlation bctween them, in contrast to raudom mating. This arises from the fact that the rcgression of offspring on mid-parent sizc has a variancc inversely proportional to @ (1 + 15) ),whcre @ is the variance of one parent (assuming both sexes have cqual variance), and ~)) is the phenotypic correlation bctween mates. Such a mating system has the disadvautages that thc estimates of correlations between different characters are biased, while the proportion of epistatic variance included in thc heritability estimates may be increased, but the sampling variances of the regrcssions would be too high in a random-mating test, in view of the limited size of test wc can handle. The first and third tests werc made using positive assortative mating between parents, but in the second tcsta 'factorial' system was used, giving an increased variancc of parent size but no correlation between mated parents. The effects of these mating systems on estimates of heritability and correlation, under a system of additive gene effects, are discussed by I~eeve (1953) .
Size of test.
For the first test flies fl~om generation ~5 were mass-mated and their eggs cultured seventy per vial, but viability was very low, and the best two cultures only gave a total of eighteen pairs of flies. These were mated together in order of wing length measm'ed as deviation from cultm'e mean, the largest male being mated with the largest female, and so on. Seventeen of these rantings gave F 1 families.
For the second test a mass-mating of flies from generation 51 gave plenty of offspring, and about ninety of each sex were measured and graded by deviation of wing length from culture mean. Long-(L), medium-(M) and short-(S) winged flies were picked out and mated in pairs, three replicate rantings being made of each of the nine possible combinations of L, N and S males with L, N and S females. In addition, three pair-rantings were made of males and of females of each size group with flies of an inbred unselected line (Nettlebed line 8), which had been brother-sister mated for fifty generations. Altogether, twenty-six F t families of the selected strain, and eighteen of the cross between the selected and inbred lines were obtained.
iFroln generation 68 of the selected strain it was possible to make thin'teen matings of _//males with B females, fifteen of B with C, and sixteen of C with _//(A, B and 6' are the three lines of the selected strain which are intercrossed each generation). These rantings were made in order of wing length-largest with largest, etc.--and forty were successful, thirty-seven Wing sufficient offspring to enable F 1 size to be estimated.
Measu~'ement of fecundity. All the rantings of a single test were made within an hour, when the flies were apprommately 1 89 days old, and the flies were put directly into special ovipositiou vials (I~obertson & Reeve, 1952) kept at 25 ~ C. The egg output of each pair was counted at 2~ hr. intervals for 10 days, the first count being made 36 hr. after mating.
Mea, szo 'emenb o.f 'viabiZity. Iu the first test the oviposition lids were set aside for 2 days to enable the number of infertile eggs to be counted, and larvae werc cultured fl'om each mating, 2~ hr. after the eggs had been counted. A maximmn of thirty larvae per cultm'e was allowed and in most cases more than twenty larvae were cultured. Counts of ~he number of flies emerging and the number of dead pupae, together with the counts of E. C. P~. P~v~ A~D FOUB~S W. P~OB~UTSO~ 285 infertile eggs, made it possible to estimate the mortality of eggs, larvae and pupae in each F 1 family, but this method reqlm'es considerable labour. For the second and third tests only the overall egg-adult mortality was recorded by culturing known numbm's of eggs and comlting the numbm' of adults emerging. In the second test cultures of' up to fifty eggs were put up daily for 5-6 days, and the number of eggs was brought up to fifty where necessary by adding homozygous Bar eggs, in the hope of obtMning healthy cultures from the families with low fertility. In the third test there was a f.urther slight modification. Cultm'es were put up for 4 days, and, except for the first day when the Bar stock failed to lay, twenty-live Bar eggs were added to each culture, so that a comparison could be made between the viability of Bar and experimental flies from the same ~dal.
Measurement of wing and thorax length. In the first test samples of up to ten flies of each sex were measm:ed from cultm'es set up on three successive days, but a fault in the measuring apparatus made it necessary to reject the female data for 1 day. Fertility was generally low, and it was only possible to measure an average of' twenty-one males and fourteen females per family. In the second test samples of live flies were measm'ed from cultures put up on several days, but fertility was so low that the average number of flies of. each sex measm'ed was only eight per family for matings within the selected strain and thirteen for the matings between the selected and inbred strMns. Females only were measured in the third test, and in most families three samples of five were available. Analysis of the earlier tests had suggested that this number was adequate. All measurements have been expressed in-~-r ram., as deviations h'om unselected control size.
Additional data. The second test was extended by making a small progeny test within each F 1 family. Matings were made of a pair of the longest winged and a pair of the shortest winged flies in each family, in a few cases duplicate pairs being mated, and feclmdity of. the parent females and size and viability of the F~ subfamilies were estimated as in the previous generation. Altogether thirty-six F~ subfamilies were obtained from the F~ families having both parents from the selected strain and thirty from the families consisting of crosses between the selected and inbred lines. Measurements were only made on twelve of the latter group. It will be noticed that all the F~ subfamilies were obtained by brother-sister matings.
Progeny tests on unseleeted stoe]~:. Three progeny tests have been made, at various times, on the Nb unsdected stock, the first two by Mr Tantawy (1republished), while worldng in this laboratory (he has kindly placed his data at our disposal). Selection to increase the phenotypic variance of wing length of parents of each sex, .combined with assortative mating, was used in the first of these tests, random mating in the second, and assortative mating in the third.
(b) The components of the phenotypie variance of size (i) General problems
The total phenotypic variance of' a quantitative character in a particular population may thcorctically be divided into a numbm' of components, due to hereditary and environmental factors, using the methods developed by Sewall Wright and t~. A. Fisher. A vahiable summary of the application of. ghese methods to animal breeding problems has been given by Lush (1949) . We may write:
Total phenotypic variance ~=% +%+~j,~ 2 2 2 where h, e and 3' represeut the effects attributable to genetic and environmental variations and to interaction between them, respectively. The genetic variance may be subdivided into tile sum of the average effects of genes (a~) and deviations from this average due to dominance (a~) and epistasis (a~). Thus fi 2 2 2 Cr h = era + O" d + Cr i .
Difficulties arise in trying to estimate these components, and Lush (194=9) has pointed out that in farm animals there is a discrepancy between the actual rate of advance under selection and the rate which would be expected from estimations of genetic variance. A major problem is that of metric bias. Gene effects will be additive on one scale and not on another--or different geue effects may be additive on different scales, so that change and there is often no way of deterof scale will alter the relative magnitude of a~ and a,,:, mining which scale is the best. Mather (19~9) has suggested using the scale which minimizes the non-additive genetic variance, but this could only be determined under certain conditions. In the ease of wing and thorax length in Droso]~hila, there are no deilnite indications that the scale of direct measm'ement is unsatisfactory. A logarithmic scale might be suggested by the fact that the two sexes have equal coefficients of variation, but these coefficients are so small (~bout 2%) that transformation to logarithms would have an insignificant effect on the analysis. It is, however, q16te possible that a givml gene substitution which changes size has a smaller effect in flies of extreme (large or small) size than in those near the average, so that absolute size may give a very biased scale in terms el: individual gene effects.
Fm'ther difficulties arise in attempting to estimate the various components, particularly ao/a ~ plus an unknown a~ and a~. The regression of off.spring on mid-parent size estimates ~ 2 2 fraction of a,Ja 5 . suggests that less than ~ -2' ~ ~:/cr 5 will be included in the regression, but it seems obvious that this fraction will be greater if there is a high positive phenotypie correlation between the parental phenotypes, since there will be an increased probability of the same epistatie combinations occurring in both parents. This problem has yet to be studied mathematically. The environmental variance can be estimated from the variance of highly inbred lines or first crosses between them, but this may give a biased result if different genotypes have ~ery different sensitixdties to the normal range of environmental conditions, or if a particular genotype has a specific effect on the culture conditions, so that these will be different for different inbred tines.
The importance of dominance deviations can be roughly estimated by comparing the correlations between different grades of relatives (provided that a,~ is not large), and nonadditive genetic variance can be estimated (with the qualifications made above) by subtracting the additive genetic and the environmental variances from the total pheno~ypie variance.
We shall first compare the various estimates which can be made of the different components of the phenotypie variance of wing length, and see what light this throws on the effects of selection.
(ii) Additive genetic variance of ,oin 9 and thorc~x lengHb
The propmq~ion of the phenotypic variance due to additive gene effects ('heritability' in its narrow sense) can be estimated from the regression of mean progeny size on midparent size. Bias is introduced into the estimate for a character correlated with another for which assortative ma~ing is practised, but this bias can be corrected if only additive gene effects are present (Reeve, 1952) , and these corrections may be worth applying if nml-additivc effects are comparatively small. If there are important epistatic effects, assortative mating is likely to introduce bias into all estimates, but the extent of such bias is qttite unknown and very diffimtlt to guess at.
As we have seen, there is good reason go believe that the selected strain carries genes having strong non-additive effects on size, and it is not clear whether correction factors based on an additive hypothesis would improve ghe estimates in such a case. This problem reqttires fttrther mathematical study. The corrections for assortative mating will be tried out on the various tests.
The progeny tests provide, for each character, fore 9 estimates of the regression of offspring on mid-parent size within the selected strain and two for the cross between the selected and inbred lines. Fmtr of these regressions are based on the relation of/~1 to P0 size, and two on the relation of/~ subfamily size to its •1 mid-parent size, averaged over F 1 families. In addition, there are three estimates for the tmselected control stock.
The regression coefficients for each sex of offspring on mid-parent size are shown in Table 8 , together with their standard errors and the number of families on which they are based. It has been pointed out that the estimates based on each sex separately can be t~sed to provide a measm'e of the relative importance of sex-linked and autosomal effects (Reeve, 1952) , but the bias due to non-additive effects is likely to make any such analysis tmreliable in the present case. Apart from the causes of bias already mentioned, the regression coefficients shown are subject to a small bias because of the difference in variance of the two sexes. This can be corrected approximately by adding 6 ~ to the regression coefficients based on male progeny, and subtracting 6% from those based on females.
The different coefficients may be combined and corrected in various ways, to obtain estimates of the heritability of wing and thorax length in the selected strain before and after relaxation of selection, and in the tmselected control stock. The regressions of wing length may be taken as tmbiased estimates of heritability, sN)ject to the tmknown bias which may be introduced by non-random mating if there is strong gene interaction present, but in the case of thorax length corrections are necessary even if only additive gene effects are at work. Table 9 gives the estimates for both characters with and without the corrections for the mating system, described by Reeve (1952) . The correction affects the estimate of the heritability of wing length, although thc direct regression estimatc is unbiased, since this becomes one of the unknowns in a 'Least Squares' analysis. The coefficients for the two sexes have been combined. The corrections make little difference to the figures for wing length, as we shmfld expect, but in the case of thorax length, the effect of the corrections is ra~her greater, and the corrected values may be taken as an attempt to eliminate a known kind of bias.
It is remarkable how consistent the different estimates of heritability are, in view of the small numbers of families on which the tests were based. Wing length appears to have a heritability of about 50 % under selection and about 40 % after one generation of relaxed selection, while in the control stock the value is only about 30 ~ (by the time of the later tests the phenotypic variance of the control stock had declined a little, and it is probable that the two later est~imates of heritability are rather low). Thorax length has a lower heritability than wing lunCh--nearly 40 % under selection, about 20 % after a generation of relaxed selection, and about 20 % in tshe unselected stock. The heritabilities of both characters are also remarkably high in the cross between the selected strain and an inbred line (64: and 46 %), although this cross was made after a generation of mass-mating. I-Ieritability is generally taken as a measm'e of the rate at which a character will change under selection, and it is remarkable to find a heritability of 54 + 7 % for a character which has long ceased to respond to selection for increased size. If we measm'e heritability in another way as the average rate of advance under selection divided by the selection differential (Robertson & Reeve, 1952) we obtain a value of approximately 0 ~ for the period during which the progeny tests were made. This brings out the effectiveness of the agency resisting selection for large size, since it maintains equilibrium against selection of a dimension more than half of whose phenotypic variance is gene$ic.
Alternative estimatcs of the genetic variance may be obtained from an analysis of variance of the progeny means of each ~est, to give an estimate of {wice the correlation between siblings, which is equal to ~ 1 +s%z plus an unknown portion of the epistatio variance (probably less than ~-) in a test using random mating. If there is assortative mating, it may be assumed that the fk'actions of the dominance and epistatic variances included are larger, and wc can perhaps take twice the excess of this estimate of the genetic variance over the regression estimate as an upper limit to the alnOlmt of nonadditive genetic variance. Assortative mating increases the additive genetic variance in the correlation between siblings, and this may be taken into account using the formulae given by Reeve (1952) . It should be emphasized that these adjustments may not be valid if there is much non-additive genetic variance. Table 10 gives a comparison of the estimates of genetic variance based on regression and the correlation between siblings in each test, ~he latter corrected for assortative mating.
In the case of the selected strain, the estimate based on the correlation between siblings is always well below that-based on the mid-parent regression, so that there is no evidence of the presence of non-additive genetic variance. The unselected stock, however, gives estimates based on siblings which are substantially greater, on the average, than those based on regression, suggesting that there is a considerable amount of non-additive genetic variance present for both characters in this stock. In fact, on the basis of these figures we might conclude that the two stocks have roughly the same percentage genetic variance, the contribution of non-additive effects being much greater in the case of the lmselected stock.
(Hi) The envi~'onmental va~'ianee
Estimates of the environmental variance are needed to enable us to partition the total phenotypic variance into its different components in the two stocks. All the available estimates of environmental variance of males and females are given in Table 11 . Besides various inbred lines taken from several unselected stocks, we have included data fl'om two experiments in which the selected strain was inbred without selection, and the last two experiments on the effect of reversing selection, described earlier, since the phenotypie variance fell sharply in these experiments and they help to set an upper limit to the environmental variance in the selected strain. Variance is expressed in terms of coefficient of variation.
Although there are marked variations within each group of experiments, the averages agree fahqy well, apart fl'om the two inbreeding tests on the long-wing selected strain, which have surprisingly low variability. Evidently variations in conditions from one experiment to another are more important than differences between lines, and the best estimate of the environmental variance will be obtained from a direct unweighted average
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of all the experiments. Measured in terms of squared coefficient of variation, the environmental variance appears to he about 20 ~o less in males than in females, although the total phenotypie variance is equal in the two sexes. Either males are less sensitive ~han females ~o environmental variations, or the transformation obtained by using coe~cients of variation is not quite satisfactory. It may he noted that inbreeding of unselected stocks has been found to cause only a slight reduction in body dimensions.
Only a small proportion of the environmental variance can be attributed to errors of measurement or differences in length of the two wings, of which the one uppermost at the time is normally measured. It appears to depend on chance which wing is above at any time. In a recent test on an inbred line, in which both wings of ninety-four flies were measured twice, the coefficients of variation were 0.2% for errors of measurement and 0.~8 % for asymmetry of wing length, so that these two factors account respectively for 3 and 13 % of the environmental variance of 1.72. Small-scale tests suggest that they would not be much greater for the selected strain.
(iv) Analysis of phenotypic va,riance
The components of phenotypic variance of wing length are shown in Table 12 for the selected and unselected strains, according to estimates based on Tables 1 and 9-11. Estimates are given for the former both during selection and after it has been relaxed for one generation, since data are available on both the total and additive genetic variance for the latter.
Taking first the unselected stock, it appears that about half the phenotypic variance is due to environmental agencies, a third is due to additive gene effects, and the rest to dominance or epistasis. The estimate of 14 % for tlle last, obtained by subtraction, agrees very closely with the figure of 16 ~o obtained from Table 10 . The selected strain shows an increase of about 50 ~o in total variance, which can, apparently, he entirely attributed to an increase in additive genetic variance, which has risen about 2 89 times. Other genetic variance has remained about the same in absolute amount. When selection is relaxed for a generation, there is little change in the total variance (0.15 unit) but a marked decline in the additive genetic variance (0.7 unit), with the consequence that other genetic variance nmst increase to about 20 ~ of the total.
Taken at their face value, these figures suggest that continued selection has increased phenotypic variance simply by causing a sharp increase of some 250 ~ in additive genetic variance, leaving the total variance due to other causes (environmental plus other genetic) almost constant at about 2.2 units. This would lead us to suppose that selection for long wings would be far more effective in the selected than in the unselected stock, and quite Table i and from experiments hi which selection was relaxed for one generation. t Average fi'om Table 11 , assumed to be l~hc same for each strain. ~: Based on the 'Direct Estimate' l~ercentages from Table 9 . The value for the unselected stock is that of the first test, since other e~qdence suggests that the later tests give low estimates, w Obtained by subtraction of (2) and (3) fails to throw any light on why such selection is in fact completely ineffective il~t the former strain. This method of analysis is, of course, rather crude, and its adequacy may be studied by applying fm'ther tests to the data of the progeny tests. First, we may ask whether the regression of offspring on mid-parent size is linear, since we would expect carvilinearity if there are substantial non-additive gene effects in the selected strain. Table 13 shows the result of fitting a parabola to the wing-length data of each progeny test, treating the two sexes separately.
The deviation from linearity, as measm'ed by the coefficient c, is small and does not differ significantly from zero, even when tlle three estimates for females are averaged; but the estimates are all negative and in close agTeement, and it seems probable that there is a slight degree of curvilinearity, concave to the x-or parent axis. Such a result could be caused by donlinance or overdominance of the genes affecting wing length, or perhaps by As a further s~ep, we may test the homogeneity of the wing and thorax length variances of the /~1 families. This has been done by calculating the regression of the logarithm of /~1 variance on the logarithm of mean size for each dimension. The use of logarithms approximately normalizes the sampling distribution of the variance, and by using the same transformation for size, we are able to compare the regression coefficients obtained wig) the value 2, which would be expected on the assumption that the coefficient of variation is constant. The regression coefl~icients and their standard errors are givca~ in Table 14 . in the case of the first two progeny tests they are based on the unwcighted means of the two sexes, while for the third test females only were available.
The coefficients are all positive, and the average for each dimension is significantly greater than 2, so that the coellieient of variation evidently increases at a substantial rate with increase in mean size. This rate is, in fact, between 5 and 25 ~/o for wing length and between 2 and 26 ~ for thorax length, for 1% increase in mean length of the corresponding dimension.
This effect must be due to differences in the genetic constitution of parents of different size, but it could be caused by the larger parents having either an increased environmental variance (i.e. they carry genes whose effect on size is nmrc sensitive to the effect of environmental variations), or an increased genetic variance (i.e. they are more hetcrozygous for genes affecting size than are small parents). The former hypothesis is ditficult to reconcile with the high heritability in the selected strain, but a more satisfactory test can be made using additional data obtained from the progeny test on generation 51 of the selected strain. Here, a small-scale progeny test was made on each F 1 family, by mating a pair of the largest and a pair of the smallest flies to give two/~ subfamilies. The ratio of the difference between the mean wing lengths of the .F~ subfamilies to the difference between their mid-parent wing lengths gives an estianate of the heritability (proportion of the variance which is genetic) of that family. If we calculate the regression of these ratios on F 1 mean wing length, we obtain the following results:
)lean heritability of wing length within F 1 families = 38.2 + 9 % ]~egression of heritability on mean wing length = 11.0 + 3.6
The first figure is the F~ estimate given in Table 9 . The regression of herigability on wing length is significantly greater than zero at the 1 ~ level of probability, since t= 3.06 with 13 degrees of freedom. Thus the 'additive' genetic variance within the/~1 family increases rapidly as mean wing length increases, and at a rate which is quite sufl~cient to accotmt for the regression of phenotypic variance on size, shown in Table 14 -. An independent estimate of the regression of heritability on size can be obtained by dividing the drop in heritability brought about by one generation of relaxed selection by the corresponding decline in mean size. Taking all our experiments in which the selected line was anass-mated, we get an average decline of 2 mfigs (~-~ ram.), and the progeny tests show a corresponding decline in heritability s 54~ to ~0 %. This gives a regression of 7 % which agrees reasonably well with the value of ]1 + 3.6% obtained above. It is evident that there is a real decline in heritability when selection is relaxed.
These tests indicate quite a different situation from the simple additive scheme suggested from the partition of the phenotypic variance. It is now evident that, by selection within the long-wing strain, we are picking out flies hetcrozygous for genes affecting size, since their progeny show more genetic variability than those of smaller parents. Selection is maintaining one or more loci in a hcterozygous state, and t, he barrier go further advance must) t)herefore be some tbrm of overdominance--eit)her the heterozygote is larger than either homozygote, or one of the homozygo~es does not survive at all.
As we have seen, tests for the presence of lethals were inconclusive, since most of the pairs of third chromosomes t~est~ed were lethal in t)he tbreign genetic background introduced by the test, although they could not have form.ed a lethal combinat)ion in the parent flies carrying them. It has, in fact, proved surprisingly diffictflt to discriminate between the different types of gene model which might explain the behaviour of t~he selected strain. We shall return to this question lager.
(c) 2~he co~'~'elation between wing and tho~'ax length
Assuming that most of the variation affecting each character is additive, the phenotypic correlation between wing and thorax length (~'PwPt), in a given population, may be divided into its genetic and environmental components by the equation
~>.wP t = h~oh t~'a + e'we t~'E ,
where suffixes w and t indicate the two characters, h and e have their usual meanings (h2=heritability and h 2+e2= 1), and ~'a and ~'~, are the correlation between the genetic variations and the correlation between the environmental variations affecting the two characters in a single individual. Both ~'a and ~'~ are likely to be less than lmity, and may also vary from stock go stock and with environmental conditions. Thus, many genes are known to have specific effects on the wings, and the effects of some of these can be mimicked by temperature shocks at particular stages of development. There is, in fact, evidence that %mperatttre changes during the pupal stage affect wing length but not thorax length (M. T. Ragab, unpltblishcd). It is also likely that changes of nutritional conditions may have differential effects on the two dimensions.
The environmental correlation can be estimated directly in highly inbred lines, for which h2=0 and ~'p~opt=~'E; "bhese give a value of ~'E=about +0.5. Estimates of the genehc correlation can be obtained from the relative progress of the two dimensions when each of them is selected, and from the various progeny tests. The first method can be applied to the original selection experiment on the Nettlebed stock (Robertson & Reeve, 1952) , in which four lines were selected, respectively, for long and short wings and long and short thorax.
The rate of change of thorax lengt)h for unit change of wing length, in a line selected for wing length, may be called the linear genetic regression coefficient of t)horax on wing length, and a similar estimate of the genetic regression of wing on thorax length may be obtained from a line selected tbr t)horax length. The geometric mean of these two regression coefficients gives an est)imate of the genetic correlation coefficient. These genet)ic regression .coefficients have been tmrmed coefficients of genetic allomctry (Reeve, 1950) . There is obvious danger of bias in such estimates unless they are based on the first few generations, only, of selection; and it would be interesting to compare the genetic regression and correlation coefficients during successive periods of selection. Unfortunately, we have no satisfactory data on the progress of the early generations of the Nettlebed selection experiment, and can only compare the total change of each dimension in the fern 9 lines when progress had ceased. The effects of fifty generations of selection are summarized hi Table 15 , where the change in each dimension is expressed as a percentage of its size in the uuselected stock, so that the relative progress of the two dimensions can be compared. These results show a genetic asymmetry in the results of selection for large and for small size, since the pairs of genetic regression lines obtained by selection in the two directions are not the same (Fig. 4) . In fact, selection for long wings and for short thorax both cause about equal percentage changes in the two dimensions, while in the other two lines (short wing and long thorax) the selected dimension makes about twice the relative progress of the unselected climension. This asymmetry obviously cannot be attributed to a simple allometric relationship between the two characters (cf. lZeeve & I-Iuxley, ] 9,15), since it appears when the dimensions are measured on a percentage scale. It could, perhaps, be an artefact, caused by a gradual change in the ratio of wing to thorax length in the control stock, during the selection experinaent, but while this possibility cannot be checked directly, study of the data suggests that it is not the explanation.
In view of this asymmetry, and the varying progress made by the different lines, it is remarkable to find that the estimates of genetic correlation bused on selectiott for large and small size are in such close agreement as 0.71 and 0.73.
These values probably underestimate the genetic correlation in the unselccted wild stock, since ally mutations occm'ring which affected only the selected character would tend to be favoured in each line. It should also be noted that an estimate based on measurements of the genetic variances and covariances in a single generation may differ from estimates based on selection progress if the magnitude of the effects of the various genes are different, since one estimate will be based on the sums of the squares and products of the grote effects, and will be dominated by the genes with the largest effects, while the other will be essentially based on the sums of the effects of the genes selected, and will give less weight to those genes which have the most effect.
Two estimates of the genetic correlation can be obtained from each progeny test, one based on the four regressions of offspring on mid-parent (i.e. parent-offspring correlations), :Both regressions on mid-parent thorax length were slightly, though hlsignificmltly, negative, so that no estimate of the genetic correlation can be obtahled f~a r regression coetiicicnts.
the other on an analysis of variance a~ ~ovariancc of the progeny values (i.e. correlations between siblings). Both estimate~.~z~d by assm~ative or other non-random mating, even if all gone effects are additive, and formulae for obtaining unbiased estimates, assuming additive gone effects, arc given by Reeve (1952) . These formulae have been used to obtain the estimates given below, but it should be emphasized that they do not necessarily remove the bids if there are important non-additive effects. The heterogeneity of the variances in the progeny tests on the selected strain makes the estimates on this strain somewhat unreliable. Table 16 shows the values obtaiued from the different progeny tests. The regression coefficients and the genetic variances and covarianccs of the two sexes of progeny were averaged in those tests for which both sexes were measm'ed.
These estimates can exceed unity, and have complicated sampling distributions, which would not be normalized by Fisher's z-transformation for the correlation eoeflicient. Since there is reason to believe that the variation in experimcllta] conditions between tests may be an important cause of variation in the coeKicients, a simple arithmetic average has been considered adequate, and equal weight has been given to each estimate. There is no cmlsistent difference between the estimates based on regression and siblings, though these two methods do not necessarily measure quite the same thing when there are non-additive Studies in qzeantitative inheritance effects present. Averaging the estimates for each strain, we get values of 0.75 for the tmselecgsd and 0.86 for ghc selected shock. The first value agrees surprising]y well wit;h ghag of 0.72 obtained from Table 15 , and the second suggests ghag continued selection has tended go increase the genetic correlation.
There are other reasons for believing ghag the genetic correlation in the selected strain is very high. The long-continued, if gentle, pressure of inbreeding, due go the small number of parents used per generation, has probably s]iminaged all the independent genetic variance of thorax length, so gha,g what is left mush be due go genes which are kept segregating by selection for long wings. As a Nrgher check, ghc long-wing strain was recently se]ecged for long thorax instead of long whigs (generations 77-82). During these six gsnsragim~s, neither the average coetllcieng of variation of wing length (2.10 % for males and 2"0] % for ferns]us), nor the average deviation of size from controls (7"7 % for wing and 8.2 % for thorax length), showed any dec]ine from the prcvious level. Selection for long thorax is ghcrcfore as effective as selection for long wings in maintaining the characteristics of the selected strain, and these mush be chin go genes affecting both characters in the same dh'scgion. There is little doltbg, therefore, ghag the strain has a very high genetic correlation. Tiffs conclusion is difficulg go reconcile with the contrast in the bshaviom' of the two characters, when selection is relaxed or reversed (the deviation of wing length declines by about 50 %, ghag of thorax length only abottg 20 %), since gifts suggests ghag the genetic correlation is rather low. A possible explanation may be found in an effect of selection which we hays previously predicted on theoretical grounds (I~obsrgson & Reeve, 1952) . Genes which cannot be fixed, bug are selected because of their hegerozygous effects on the character under selection, will tend go have these effects increased by the fixation of modifying genes, so ghag the genetic variance which they contribute go the selected character wi]l be magnified. Ifghismagnificagionaffecgswinglenggh (gheselccgedcharacgsr) bug not thorax length (or if ig has less effect on thorax length), then we could have a very high genetic corre]agion, due go the Ncg ghag the same genes increase the size of both dimensions, and yet find a greater reduction in wing length than in thorax length when these genes are eliminated by reversal or relaxation of selection.
Some dh'ecg evidence for gifts theory is provided by a comparison of the genetic variances of the two dimensions in the unselecged and selected sara,ins. The variances, measured iJ1 germs of squared coe]~ciengs of variation, are given in Table 17 . They are based on the corrected estimates of h a obtained from the correlations between siblings, and the within-culture progeny variances, which estimate (]_~}/~2) of the phenotypic variance in a random-mating population (I~eeve, 1952) .
These estimates are, of course, somewhat unreliable, particularly in the case of the selected strain, but the use of uncorrected estimates leads to the same conclusion. Averaging the ratios of the two genetic variances (b/a), the variance of wing length was a little less than that of thorax length in the unselccted stock, but about twice as great as the latter in the selected strain. The most plausible explanation of this result is that the fixation of modifiers during the course of selection has magnified the effects of the unfixable genes on wing length compared with their effects on thorax length, since otherwise we must assume either the occurrence and selection of unfixable mutations with differential effects on the two characters, or that selection fixed the genes which had the relatively greater effect on thorax length and was unable to fix the genes which had the relatively greaCer effect on wing length.
Using the genetic variances of Table 17 , and the genetic correlation previously estimated for the selected strains (0.85), we can predict the ratio of the percentage rates of decline in the two dimensions to be expected when selection is reversed. This ratio is given by the genetic regression coeificient of thorax on wing length, estimated as :
Genetic standard deviation of thorax length Genetic correlation x Genetic standard deviation of wing length "
The ratio of the two standard deviations is shown in the last column of Table 17 , and the regression coefficient is 0'85x0"71=0.6. The actual ratio was about 20O/o/50O/o=0.4 , which agrees reasonably well with the predicted value, in view of the crude nature of the estimates.
(d) Fecundity and viability
No attempt was made in the progeny tests to estimate the heritability of fecundity or viability, since it was not practicable in view of the amount of labour involved, and we confined ourselves to the phenotypic relations between size and fecundity, and the correlation between size of parents and viability of offspring. The phenotypic correlation between size and fecundity is usually positive, but variation of nutritional conditions can give a negative correlation between different cultures (l~obertson & Sang, 19~4) . In an tmselected population one might expect both the genetic and environmental correlations between the two characters to be positive. Table 18 shows the regression of average daily egg production on female wing length in the various progeny tests, and also the mean daily output and the residual standard deviation about the regression line. Counts varied in duration from one test to another, but experience suggests that this will not seriously affect the comparison.
The test on flies coming directly h'om the selected strain (Gem 68) shows no correlation between size and fecundity, but in the two tests made after a generation of relaxed selection ]m,~.,~ ~e Ct :,:~Li~ ~ 5j 29
there is a small positive correlation, which is equivalent to about 1.3 and 1.7 ~ increase in fecundity, respectively, for 1 ~ increase in wing length, in tests 45 and 51. The mean egg production is very low in test 51, but this is doubtless an environmental effect, since the offspring of these flies had a much higher average output (thirty-one eggs per day). The probable explanation of these results is that there is a negative genetic correlation between fecundity and size in the selected strain, which obscures the normal phenotypie correlation between the two characters, but becomes eliminated by a generation of massmating.
The various estimates available of the regression of emergence rate (percentage of eggs yielding adult flies) on mid-parent size are given in Table 19 . The first three rows give the regression of viability of F 1 flies on F 0 mid-parent size, and the last two rows give the additional information provided by the second generation of test 51, the regressions in these eases being taken on F 1 mid-parent size. There is a strong negative correlation between viability and size in the population while tmder selection for long wings (direct test on generation 68), but this appe~s to be largely eliminated by a generation of relaxed selection (tests ,15 and 51), since the regression coefficients for these tests, while all negative, are not significantly so, and even their weighted mean (-0.18 + 0.15) does not differ significantly from zero. In the ease of the ~'st mass test (generation 45), we are able to divide mortality into three stages, egg, larval and pupal; and the average values of each for parents of different size groups are shown in Table 20 .
Although the correlation between overall mortality and parent size was not insignificantly negative, it is clear that larval mortality declines as mid-parent size decreases. The linear regression eoelfieient of percentage larval mortality on mid-parent size is 2.6~ + 1.0, so that progeny from the smallest parents have only about half the larval mortality of those from the largest parents. There is no correlation between egg or pupal mortality and parent size, and this, coupled with the rather high variability of egg mortality, accounts for the insignificance of the overall correlation.
If the negative correlation between size and viability is caused by the presence of recessive lethals which increase size when heterozygous, we should expect the regression of viability on size to be eurvilinear, since among the smaller flies which carry fewer or no le~hals the regression should be reduced. This may be tested by fitting a second-degree equation to the data and testing whether the variance accounted for by the second-degree ~erm is significantly large. The analysis is shown in Table 21 .
While the linear regression is highly significant, the deviation fi'om linearity is not significant a~ the 5 % level. But the parabola cm'ves in the expected direction, since its equation is Via bility = 40 -F O. 94 w -O. 2 lw 2 (where w = deviation of mid-parent from unselected wing length), and thc possibility of curvilinearity cannot be ruled out. The parabola and straight line of best fit are compared in Fig. 5 . Viability appears to be very approximately halved by the regression over the size range covered. This couhl be explained by the presence in the largest flies of 2-3 lethal genes or of a single lethal whose heterozygotc lowered viability.
A recent test on the relationship between net fertility and size of parents confirms the general results of these tests. Pairs of flies taken directly from generation 79 of the selected strain were mated in order of wing length (largest male with largest female, etc.), and allowed to lay in culture vials for periods of g, 3 and 3 days successively. The total output of adults by the three vials gives a measure of the net fertility of the pareuts over 10 days.
:For the nineteen pairs tested there was a negative regression on laid-parent wing length of -0.39 + 0.19 adult produced per day, with an average output of 28.4 adults per day. Net fertility is a composite character, which is doubtless influenced by other factors besides fecundity and viability; but it evidently reflects the trend in viability.
The mean percentage emergence of offspring' from selected parents was 50 ~ or more at the time the genetic equilibrium was set up (Fig. 1 C) , and only declined very gradually to 20 ~/o din'lug the subsequent thirty generations; later it rose substantially. It is impossible, therefore, to believe that the genetic equilibrium is simply due to the action of natural selection on viability neutralizing the artificial selection for large size, and we must assume that some additional genetic mechanism, involving the active selection of heretozygotes, is present.
It will be remembered that three pairs of flies were mated together to continue each of the three intercrossing lines of the selected strain, and the numbers of eggs cultured daily from each group of parents (though not their total output) was recorded. It is clear from the number of eggs cultured that usually more than one of the three females was laying, and if only one of these was la?dng fertile eggs their percentage emergence would have to be extremely lfigh to account for the average values of Fig. 1 0. Pairs which failed to produce any offspring were also very rare in the progeny tests, and were not confined to the largest individuals. We can therefore rule out sterility or mating difficulties as factors contributing to the genetic equilibrium. Fm'ther light is thrown on the cause of this equilibrium by the experiment described in the next section.
AN IN]~I~EEDING EXPEI~I~IENT
One of the remarkable features in the behaviom' of the long-wing strain is the effectiveness of selection for large size in maintaining heterozygosity dinting a long period, in spite of the slow but steady pressure of inbreeding, due to the small number of parents used per generation. In order to test the effectiveness of selection against more rapid inbreeding, 8 lines were taken fi'om selected generation 68 (the generation of the last progeny test), and were propagated by brother-sister mating for nine generations, fern' being selected each generation for long wings and four mated at random. Crosses were also made between the lines within each group after seven generations of sib mating. There was mild selection for fertility throughout the experiment, since three pairs of flies were mated to continue each line, and preference was given to a pair which provided sufficient offspring to enable twenty flies of each sex to be measured. The conditions of culture were those used in our selection experiments, alld size, variance and viability were measured each generation. It was not possible to continue the selection or do regular measurements aflber generation 9, but the different lines were maintained, in the hope that further tests might be possible later. The random-bred lines were continued by brother-sister mating, and the selected lines by mass-mating, without selection, for six generations, and all lines were then measured at the 15th generation. This experiment was carried out by Mr A. O. Tantawy at our suggestion (Tantawy, unpublished) .
The fern' selected lines behaved very similarly, and have been averaged as line Lq in the following graphs. Three of the random-bred lines ran together and have been averaged .as line R, but the fourth did not follow the same trend, and has been shown separately .as D. The deviations of the experimental lines from unselected Nettlebed controls, for wing and thorax length, are shown in Figs. 6 A and C. Both characters show marked variations from generation to generation, which are found in all series, so that the control stock must have been responding, in a wa,y different from the experimental lines, to some environmental factor which varied from generation to generation. @enotype environment interactions of this kind have been noted before, and make it ditflcult to maintain saris-factory controls in experiments on body-size. But it is obvious that intense inbreeding had little effect on the selected lines (S), which remained approximately constant in size tlu'oughout the period of selection, while the random-bred lines (R) show a marked decline inwing length and a smaller decline in thorax length. The random-bred line D remained hltermecliate between the N and R series for botli characters, at least tmtil generation 8. Between generations 9 and 15, when the selected lines were mass-mated, they declined to about the same size as lines R, which had changed little while being inbred during this period; but line D dropped to a level about half-way between the other lines and the controls.
A better idea of the differences betweea the selected and random-bred lines is obtained by plotting the deviation between them, ignoring the fluctuations in the controls, on the ; Graphs C and D, thorax length, umts ofT~ mm.; Graphs E and F, ruination of wing length. In all graphs: S=average of four selected mbrcd lines; R=average of three random-mbred lines; D=fom'th randominbred line, assumption that the selected lines maintained a constant size. The deviations of the R and D random-bred lines from the N series up to generation 9, are shown for wing and thorax length in Fig. 6 ]3 and D. The three lines (R) declined in size for about five generations and then remained constant, but line D remained significantly larger than the other random-bred lines until generation 8, when it dropped to the same size.
The trends in the coet~cient of variation of wing length are shown in Fig. 6E . There is a strong systematic trend, reflected in botli experimental and control lines, which indicates that envh'onmental effects must have caused major changes in phenotypic variance from one generation to another. These effects can be eliminated by plotting the values of the experimental lines as a percentage of the controls (Fig. 6 F) , though theoretical objections might be raised to this procedttre. The coefl3cient of variation of the selected lines declined rapidly for about five generations and then became constant at nearly 80 ~ of the control level, while that of the three random-bred lines (R) continued to decline until generation 7, and became steady at about 55 ~ of the control level. Since the coeffmient of variatioa of the selected strain is at least 20 ~ greater than that of the controls, it appears that inbreeding with selection has e]iminated about 60 ~ , and inbreeding without selection about S0 ~ of the phenotypic variance of the strain. The fourth random-bred line (D) maintained a variance at least as large, on the average, as the selected lines.
Trends in the percentage emergence (number of flies produced per 100 eggs cultured) are shown in Fig. 7 . Again there are apparently environmental trends, which make it difficult to decide exactly what has been achieved by the different treatments. It is evident that the random-bred lines were more viable than the selected lines from the first generation of inbreeding, and that the difference between the two series increased with increased inbreeding, but it is not clear' whether the experimental lines increased in viability during the experiment. The selected lines reach the same viability as the randombred lines at generation 9, and there was little difference between the two series durhlg the period of mass-mating. The experimental lines were crossed in pairs, within treatments, after seven generations of sib mating, and the differences between the average of the crosses and parental lines reared concm'rently are shown in Table 22 for each dimension. Females only were measured, but the average deviations of the two sexes from controls were almost identical tkroughou~ the experiment.
While the crosses were in all cases larger than the pareutal average, the difference is only significant in the case of wing length of the selected lines, for which the difference of 3.3 units is 22 ~ of the average deviation of the selected strain from controls. Since ~he crosses were obtained from parents selected at random aud mass-mated, and their ~ is compared with that of the parental lines continued in the usual way by pairs selected for long wings, it is possible that the heterosis shown by the selected lines has actually been underestimated. If this heterosis deviation is added to the average wing length of the selected inbred lines, we obtain a size greater than that of the selected strain, so that selection coupled with rapid inbreeding, followed by intercrossing, has enabled us to proceed further than we could get by a long period of selection alone. It is possible that there is a little heterosis of 'wing length in the crosses between the random-inbred lines, though the value obtained is not significant, but its magnitude appears in any case to be considerably less than that shown by the selected lines. I-Ieterosis of thorax length in both crosses appears to be negligible.
The inbreeding experiment has given several unexpected results, which do, however, throw light on the genetic situation in the selected strain. Inbreeding without selection caused a sharp decline in both wing length and its variance, to a level close to that of previous relaxed and reversed selection lines. That is what we should expect, since selection appears to have been maintaining heterozygosity in the long wing strain. The lines selected for large size, while inbred, should follow the same trend as the random-bred lines, but more slowly, if selection is ineffective against the intense inbreeding, or else both their size and variance should remain undiminished. To our surprise, although size did not decline noticeably, its variance declined[ rapidly to a level about 40 ~ of that of the selected strain. The hypothesis that this is due to the fixation, by selection plus inbreeding, of dominant size genes which had previously been segregating in the selected strain, can be rnled out, since when selection was relaxed at generation 9, the size of the selected lines declined during a few generations of mass-n~ating to that of the lines inbred without selection. The only alternative hypothesis is that selection coupled with intense inbreeding has set up a balanced lethal system containing most of the genetic variance for size carried in the selected strain, which must therefore be mainly in one ehromoson~e pail'. Crossingover between the lethals controlling this system might release enough genetic variation to account for the difference in variance between the selected and unselected lines, which may be supposed to have lost the balanced lethal system and to have become homozygous. On this theory we should expect a much greater difference in viability between the selected and tmselected lines than is shown in Fig. 7 , in fact the percentage of emergence shotdd be twice as great in the latter as in the former. Such a discrepancy is not necessarily inconsistent with our hypothesis. It may mean that selection of flies heterozygous for the lethals has made them more viable than other genotypes, or that the elin~ination of genetic variability maintained by linkage with the lethals has lowered the viability of the tmselected lines. The difference in behaviour between line D and the other unselected lines might be due to the balanced lethal system being eliminated more slowly from the former, but the subsequent decline of line D, to a level only about ~0 ~ of the deviation of the other lines from the controls, must be due either to a mutation affecting size, or to a rare cross-over having the same effect.
Taking generations 5-9, when the selected lines retained an approxhnately constant variance, the average wing length and coefficient of variation of each line are shown in Table 23 . Wing length is expressed in units of ~o~ nun., as deviation from unselected Nb controls.
The standard error of the mean deviation of each line is about 0.~, so that there is no significant difference in wing length between lines 1 and 2, or between lines 3 and ~1, bu~ there is at least one gene difference between the two pairs of lines2-probably different alleles of the same gene have been fixed in each pair. The four coefficients of variation show no association with the differences in size, and there was no significant differelme between them.
The crosses between the selected lines consisted of reciprocal crosses between lines 1 and 2, and between lines 3 and ~t. There was no significant size difference between the reciprocal crosses in either ease, and the mean of each pair of crosses exceeded the mean size of the two parental lines by almost exactly the same amo ant (3.3 units), so that it is highly probable that the heterosis shown by each pair is due to the same genetic effect. It will be noticed that both sets of crosses were made between two lines of approximately the same size, so that the heterosis cannot be due to the genes which cause the difference in size between the two pairs of lines noted in the previous paragraph.
The heterosis of wing length could be due either to the fixation of different dominant genes in each line, or to direct over-dominance at a single locus. The first hypothesis requires us to postulate two dominant genes at different loci, each adding 3.3 lmits to wing length, and both segregating in the selected strain but only one being fixed in each selected inbred line. If such were the ease, it is diftieult to explain why neither gene became fixed in the selected strain, a.nd why one and one only became fixed in each selected inbred line, the other being eliminated. These dittieulties make this hypothesis seem improbable. The more likely hypothesis is that the heterosis is due to overdominanee at a single locus, such that the heterozygote gives wings 3.3 units lollger than either homozygote. Both alleles would easily be retained in the selected strain by selection of the heterozygote, and the only problem is why one or other allele was fixed in each of the selected inbred lines, since one would expect selection of such a powerful over-dominance effect to be able to maintain the heterozygote in spite of the pressm'e of intense inbreeding. A possible explanation of this diffmulty will be discussed later. The heterosis is not significantly great in the unseleeted lines, indicating that either the same gene has been fixed in each, or the over-dominance is less in the absence of other genes which became eliminated in the randombred lines. Some fm'ther deductions about these problems might have been suggested by the behaviom" of ~he other crosses which could have been made between the various lines, but lmfortunately it was only possible to carry out those ah'eady described.
At least two loci must be involved in the balanced lethal system, responsible for the main difference in size between the selected and random-bred lines. The peculiar behaviour of the unseleeted line D, which remained about half-way between the ~ and R series in wing length for four generations, while maintaining a variance at least as great as the former, probably involves another gene, and the fact that this line later declined to a ]evel only about 40 ~ of the deviation of the other unseleeted lines fi'om controls, suggests that a mutation had occurred. In contrast, these three unseleeted lines all behaved very mueli alike, with mean wing length deviations of 10.0, 9.0 and 9'5 units, and coefficients of variation of 0.95, 1.00 and 1-12 respectively, for generations 5 to 9. These coefficients of variation are much lower than the average of the inbred lines quoted in Table 12 , and it would seem that either Mr Tantawy's careful handling of the experiment, or some unnoticed change in the conditions of culture, has caused a substantial reduction in the environmental variance. Since the estimates of the coelIicients of variation of lines previously inbred from the long-wing strain, given in Table 12 , are also lower than those inbred from other strains, it is possible that the genotypes of these lines are less susceptible to environmental variations than other genotypes. If this is also true of the genotypes in the longwing strain before inbreeding, then the estimate of the environmental variance of the selected strain given in Table 13 is much too great, and should be somewhere between 1.0 and 1.4., while the amount of' other genetic variance' is in consequence underestimated.
Summarizing the arguments presented here, there is reason to believe that the genetic variation in the selected strain is caused by at least four or five genes, including two linked lethals with heterozygous effects on size, a pair of alleles showing overdominance for size (or, less probably, two dominant size genes), and a gene responsible for the size difference between the two pairs of selected inbred lines. Some of these effects may, of course, be due to blocks of genes closely linked together, though the long history of the selected strain and the uniform behaviour of the various inbred lines makes it probable that they are single gene effects. The net effects of these gene differences on wing and thorax length are shown in Table 24 ., in units of 1 ygg ram. We can calculate the expected mean deviation of the selected strain from the controls by adding a proportion of the sum of these effects to the mean deviation of the unselected lines from controls. Assuming that the overdominant heterozygote is always selected and that the two lethals are in coupling, with some crossing-over in females, half the heterosis effect and between two-thirds and three-fifths of the sum of the lethals must be allowed, and we can take some fraction of the third gene effect listed in the Table. Adding these to the mean deviation of unselected lines A to C (9.5 units), we get an expected deviation of about 15.5 units, which agrees closely with the average deviation of 15.0 units, found for the selected strain over the period of generations 50-75.
In the ease of thorax length, the balanced lethal system has a substantial effect, but the other two gene effects shown in Table 24 . do not differ significantly from zero. Since, as we have seen, selection for long thorax during generations 76-82 appeared to be as effective as selection for long wings in maintaining the size and variance of wing length characteristic of the strain, this suggests that all the postulated genes are carried in the same chromosome pair.
It remains ~o examine some difficulties in reconciling the hypothesis put forward here with other aspects of the behaviour of the selected strain, described earlier. This problem will be taken up in the next section.
It may help the reader at this point if we summarize those aspects of the behaviour of the selected strain which must be borne in mind when considering possible gcne models.
This strain has remained in a state of lmstable genetic equilibrium while being selected for long wings, for more than fifty generations, during which time there has been a steady inbreeding pressure of 3 or ~t% per generation. The equilibrium is characterized by an approximately constant wing length and a phenotypic variance about 50 % greater than that of the original wild stock. On reversing or relaxing selection, viability increases, the mean deviation of wing length above the unselected stock falls by about 50 %, and the phenot, ypic variance drops sharply, to a level well below tha~ of ~he unselec~ed stock.
Of eight flies (four large and four small) from the selected strain, tested for the presence of lethals, none carried second chromosome lethals, but all carried at least one third chromosome lethal, while one small and three large flies carried lethals on both third chromosomes. Intercrosses showed that all these lethals were the same, so that some of the flies were homozygous for a gene or group of genes which was lethal in the genetic background introduced by the test. The test does not, therefore, enable us to decide whether there were third-chromosome genes having a lethal effect in the selected strain.
Progeny tests based on assortative mating indicate that the heritability of wing length is about 50 % in flies taken directly from the selected strain, but drops to ~0 % after a generation of mass-mating, and is about 30 % in the unselected wild stock. In one of the progeny tests made on the selected strain, after a generation of mass mating, additional tests showed that both the phenotypic variance of wing length and its hcritability, within the /#1 families, were positively correlated with the mean wing length of the family, so that the families of largest mean wing length tended to come from those parents which were most heterozygous for genes affecting wing length. This provides direct evidence that in selecting for long wings we have been selecting for heterozygosis. There is a negative correlation between mid-parent wing length and viability of offspring for parents coming directly from the selected strain, which is reduced by a generation of mass-mating.
A detailed analysis of the inbreeding experiment, described in the last section, suggested that the selected strain carries unfixed genes or groups of genes which show both lethality and dominance or overdominance. Suitable assumptions as to their effects on the size of wing and thorax and their linkage relationships allow us to explain most of the behaviour of the long-wing strain, both under selection and when inbred. But there remain several problems to be solved, in particular the following:
(i) How could the combination of selection with rapid inbreeding switch the two lethals from coupling to repulsion in the selected inbred lines?
(ii) Why did the lethal test break down, if two lethals were carried by the same chromosome pair in the largest flies of the strain.~ (iii) How can a genetic system consisting mainly of ]ethals and overdominance give a heritability of over 50%, and why should the heritability decline to 40% after one generation of mass-mating?
The switch from coupling to repulsion of the two letha]s raises the greatest dil]3culty.
Since there is no crossing-over in male Drosophila, no reversal of linkage can occur as long as the male parents are heterozygous for both lethals. This is obvious from the fact that all double heterozygote off,spring must be in the same phase (coupling or repulsion) as the male parent. A reversal of linkage could only occur in the selected strain lmder one of two conditions, neither of which would necessarily force a reversal: either (a) single heterozygote males were selected as parents, or (b) males homozygollS for one lethal could survive and act as parents.
Taking first hypothesis (a), we must bear in mind that double heterozygotes will be selected in preference to single heterozygotes whenever they OCClU', and that the former will tend to be more frequent than the latter unless the linkage is very weak or they have a much lower survival rate, so that the chance of the selected males being" predominantly single heterozygotes in any generation must be rather small. Moreover, even if they were all of this kind, the chance of reversing the phase could not exceed one-half, so that the probability of switching the folu" selected inbred lines by this means must be very small. If, to make this hypothesis at all plausible, we assume a low survival vahle for double compared with single heterozygotes, o tu" gene model gives far too low a genetic variance for what is required by the data. A final defect in the hypothesis is that it does not help l~S to explain the other difficulties listed.
Hypothesis (b) has the great merit that it provides a possible explanation for both the other main difficulties, and is, in fact, clirectly suggested by the results of the lethal test, when these are reinterpreted. This test indicated that a third-chromosome gene or genegroup, which was lethal when OlltCrossed, was nevertheless homozygous in some of the males from the strain tested, and heterozygol~s in the others. It would be Slu'prising to find a gene with such marked effects when outcrossed, segregating in the selected strain, and yet not playing an important part in its peculiar genetic equilibrium; and it is easy to identify this gene with the postulated lethal, which, under hypothesis (b), can sometimes survive as a homozygote in males, particularly as the absence of lethals in the second c]u'omosome means that OlU 9 two postulated lethals must lie on the third chromosome. The results of the lethal test thus fit in with our theory.
It must be assumed that homozygous females either do not SlUWive or are too small to be selected as parents, since otherwise there would be a danger of fixing the gene in the strain; and both genes must be almost completely lethal in the selected inbred lines, to explain the low variance of the latter, so that the gene responsible for the switch is probably lethal in most cultures, and only allows a few homozygolLs males to survive when nutrilional conditions are particularly favolu'able. This concllLsion is supported by the fact that counts of the number of males and females emerging from twenty-two generations of the selected strain showed no evidence of differential survival of the two sexes (altogether 1138 males and 1115 females survived), nor any significant heterogeneity of the sex ratio from one generation to another.
Two possibilities, with different consequences, arise from hypothesis (b) : the homozygous males may either carry one lethal only, or they may also be heterozygolm for the other. Parents of the fu'st type would produce only repulsion double heterozygotes, and so would force a reversal of phase from coupling to repulsion, but they would not allow a retlu'n to .coupling. If parents of this type were l~sed at the start of the inbreeding test, this would explain the switch to repulsion in all four selected lines. But the difficulty with this theory is that such males can only be produced from matings in which the male parent is either a single heterozygote or homozygolLs for one lethal and heterozygous for the other, and .one of these types of mating would therefore also have to OCClU' before a switch could be brought about in such a way.
Males homozygous for one. gene. and hete.rozygous tbr the. other e.mfld arise directly from matings of double he.te.rozygotes, and if the.y are larger than the. latte.r they would te.nd to be selee.te.d for the. ne.xt ge.neration. They would then give e.oupling and repulsion double. hete.rozygotes in the. proportions (l-p) to p, where p is the. probability of crossing ove.r betwe.en the two le.tha]s, so that the maximum probability of reversing the phase, would be one.-half (whe.n p= 89 and the. chance of reversing the. phase, in all fern' sdee.ted inbred lines by this me.ans is still rather small (~th or less), but larger than the. e.hane.e, under hypothe.sis (a). These e.hance.s would be. gre.ater if, of the three lines which are re.gularly intere.rossed to form the sele.e.tcd strain, one is already in relaflsion and the othe.rs in coupling, but this hypothe. (2) Partial interaction: the effects of L/+ and L'/+ are doubled when they occur together, and the effect of A/a is doubled in the presence of both L and L', but is unaffected by the presence of one only of the lethals.
(3) Extreme interaction : L~ + and L'/+ have no effect unless they occl~r together, and A/a has no effect unless both L and L' are present.
Two genotypes (LL'A/+ +a,, and LL'a/+ +a) remain the same in each case, as the size of each was directly estimated from the inbreeding experiment. Hypotheses (2) and (3) must be considered quite reasonable, since we have ah'eady described a similar situation in our Edinburgh short-wing strain, where three recessive lethal genes or gene blocks were found which showed strong interaction with each other i' t]~,i. _ ;it: ,,:'g,.ts ~,q<;~c <~c,l,~l~.~l-,< ~ 2. E:~ ,(, l~b!; Table 27 gives the total genetic variance among offspring of mailings between triple heterozygotcs expected mldcr these different hypotheses.
Studies in quantita, tive inhe'rilcbnce
The total genetic variance increases with increasing interaction (from 1 to 3), and also with decrcasing value of p and 1)', and altogether ranges from 7 to nearly 16 units. Since the cstimatcd genetic Valiancc is between 13 and 16 units, our general hypothesis will account for the phenotypic variance of the strain, provided that we assume cRhcr extreme interaction betwccn the three loci, or partial interaction and cross-over frcquencies of 88 or less. It is difficult to obtain sufficient variance assuming no interaction (hypothesis 1), tmlcss we have at least one much lower cross-ovcr value (1)= 89 and 1)'--0 would actuMly give us 13-5 units of genetic variance), but we then run into difficuRies over the probability of getting the phase reversal, or the fixation of both AA and act genotypes, in the selected inbred lines. Table 2S A gives, for each hypothesis, the expected additive genetic variance as a fl'action of the total variance, obtained by assuming a progeny test made on the array of genotypes shown in Table 26 and calculating the regression of offsprillg size on mid-parent size. Igandom mating and assortative mating tests are compared, all possible matings being taken with their expected fl'equencies in the former case, while the assortative mating test consists only of matings in which both parents have genotypes giving the same size. Table 2S ]3 shows the additive genetic variancc as a fraction of the phenotypic variance (i.e. the heritability), taking the phenotypic variance at its actual value of 20 units (cf . Table 25) .
It is interesting to compare the proportions of the genetic variance shown as additive in random-mating and assortative-mating tests. Assortative mating can introduce considerable bias, as might be expected, whcn applied to a. genetic model which contains large non-additive effects, and the bias varies both with the ammmt of interaction between loci and with the degree of linkage. In the case we are dealing with, it appears that the combined effects of overdominance and lethality act in one direction, giving a positive bias, while the epistasis assumed in (2) and (3) gives a negative bias, so that the total bias is small when both types of non-additive effect are present. In terms of heritability (Table 28] 3), the difference between the two forms of progeny test appears less, since all the fractions are reduced, and the actual differences shown are, in fact, small, compared with the standard errors we arc likely to get. It is interesting to find that assortativc mating more extreme than we can ever get in practice introduces so little bias into heritability estimates, in the ease of so extreme a gene model as that envisaged.
The lieritability figures shown in the table indicate that the highest heritability (38 ~ ) goes with the highest total genetic variance (15.7 units), for the ease of extreme interaction with cross-over frequencies both equal to 1, although the fraction of the genetic variance shown as additive is much higher when there is no interaction. If the linkages were made closer, we should obviously be able to increase both the genetic variance and the heritability, at the expense of eliminating any reasonable chance of getting a reversal of phase from coupling to repulsion. It is, therefore, difficult to believe that ore' gene model, as it stands in Tables 26-28, could accmmt for the high heritability of 54 %, even allowing for sampling errors, since it will be remembered that independent evidence indicated that this heritability was well above 40 ~/o.
The hypothesis that males of the constitution LL' can sometimes smwive, brought in to explain the phase reversal and the lethal test, may also explain this high hcritability. Matings in which these males arc used would give offspring with a large mean size, since they would all be hetcrozygous for at least one lethal. Given sufficient of these males in the generation of the selected strain on which the progeny test was made, we could therefore get a substantial increase in heritability, which might bring its expected value up to about 50%. If we simply assume that the generation in question consisted of matings between triple heterozygotes (LL'A/+ + a), that all LL'A/L+ a males survived, and that they are a little larger than the triple hetcrozygotc, calculation shows that the frequency of these males is not enough to have much effect on the hcritabflity, and to obtain a high enough frequency we must assume that some of the parents of the generation on which the test was done were also homozygous for L. We have not attempted to work out the consequences of this assumption, since it leads to several additional gcnotypcs appearing as parents in the progeny test, and different assumptions could be made as to their size, so that the number of variations on the hypothesis is rather large. ]3ut such a mechanism would certainly increase the expected heritability and should bring our theoretical estimates more into line with the actual results. Finally, it should be noted that one pair of alleles, postulated from the results of the inbreeding experiment, has been ignored in our gone model, and with stfitable interactions and linkage values these would also increase the hcritability. As a corollary, it will be obvious that a generation of mass-mating will reduce the frequency of males homozygous for L, so that we should expect it to cat~se a reduction in heritability to 40% or less, which is what actually occm'red. Without a special mechanism of this kind, the change of gene-frequency caused by one generation of mass-mating would not lead to any noticeable decline in heritability, and might even increase it! since there seemed to be fewer diCficulties in ascribing this eff'eet to overdolmnauee at one locus than to dominance with equal effects a~ two loci. But the latter theory cannot be ruled out, and might be modified in various ways (e.g. by assm_ning that the double dominallt homozygote canno~ survive), to give the range of genetic variances we need. It would also cause less diNculty with ~he heritability estimate, since the additive proportion of the genetic varLmce is greater with dominance ~han overdominance. Such a mechanisln would, therefore, give a heritabilit~y of the order of 50 % without assuming that the parents contained a number of males homozygous for one o~' the lethals. For this reason, the dominance ~heory may perhaps be considered more probable thau the over-. dominance theory as an explanation of the heterosis.
It is not possible to put our hypof~hesis more firmly to the test, or to discriminate between the different theories discussed, without more elaborate tests, but it seems clear that a genetic mechanism of the general kind suggested is capable of accounting for all the behaviour of the selected strain, both under selection and under experimental treatment, and no alternative gene model has yet been found to do so. The work with this strain has now been continued for four years, as ]3art of a programme involving studies on a number of other selected strains, and the possibility of finding a gene model capable of explaining its many peculiar features did not arise until late in its history, when the inbreeding test had been made and analysed. Meanwhile, other long-term experiments had been started, along ~ms which seemed more promising, and these have made it impossible to carry our analysis further. It is hoped to make additional tests later on, if the selected long-wing strain can still be maintained in the same state of genetic equilibriulu.
7. Discussion When interpreting the results of long-continued selection experiments, such as the one described here or the extensive series of experiments on bristle number in Drosophila melanogaste~' carried out by l\![ather and his associates (refs. in Mather & Harrison, 1949) , one must bear in mind the distinction between natural selection, responsible for the evolution of the genetic mechanisms studied, and the alq~ificial selection imposed by the experimenter. While the former must operate with varying intensity on each of a wide variety of adaptive characters, leading in the long run to the favom'ing of intermediate and physiologically harmonious genotypes, artificial selection places over-riding emphasis on extreme values of a single character, and the unidirectional genetic stress so imposed may carry the population far from its normal adaptive equilibrium, so that completely novel genotypes appear, which natm'al selection could never have built up. The sort of effect we might expect such a genetic stress to produce depends on the kind of gene model we have in mind. Mather (194:9) assumes that each quantitative character is trader the control of many elementary polygenes, distributed over the clu~omosomes, each of small effect and generally influencing only a single character. The polygenic systems controlling each character are intermingled, and tend to be balanced within each chromosome by being alternately plus and lninus, so that crossing-over cau gradually release a great deal of genetic variability which does not appear as a result of the segregation of whole chromosomes or their major segments. Provided that the different chromosome pairs do not become homozygous, this hypothesis provides a possible explanation for the ability of artificial selection to carry a quantitative character, such as bristle number or size, far beyond its range in unselected stocks, and also for the often tmpredictable effects of such selection on other characters--Mather's 'correlated responses'. The lack of order in these correlated responses led Mather to conclude that they were not due to pleiotropic effects of the genes affecting bristle number, but simply ~o the secondary reassorgmcnt of genes linked with the latter.
Elsewhere (l~obertson & l~eeve, 1952) we have developed a different view of the kind of gene model responsible for variations in quantitative characters, suggesting that, on the basis of what is known about gene action, pleiotropy and interaction between genes are likely to be the rule rather than the exception. In consequence, the severe unidirectional stress imposed by continued artificial selection is likely not only to reassort the genes but also to modify their effects by changing the gene background, pal~icularly on the selected character. Genes which are favoured by natural selection without becoming fixed are likely to have their heterozygous effects on the selected character magnified by the fixation of modifiers--i.e, genes which interact with them to increase their effects without, necessarily, having any independent effect on the character selected. This process is analogous to the evolution of domhlance postulated by Fisher (1930) , and would have the effect of creating 'major' out of 'minor' genes, for the character concerned. There is some evidence that this process has occm'red in ore" long-wing strain, described in the present paper, though it cannot be demonstrated conclusively. The continued change in the gene complex caused by artificial selection might also lead to secondary modifications in pleiotropic effects among the genes selected, so that one could envisage the possibility that, during the course of selection for a single character, pleiotropy would cause changes in other characters at first in one direction and then in another. It may be that some of the tmpredictable correlated responses adduced by Mather & Harrison (1949) as evidence for the absence of pleiotropic effects have been caused in this way.
The fact that such widely different kinds of gene model as those suggested by Mather and oarselves can be put forward to explain the experimental behaviour of typical quantitative characters, reflects both ore" ignorance of the basic genetic mechanisms behind them and the extreme ditlimflty of getting any direct evidence about these mechanisms. In fact, even the very extensive series of selection experiments carried out by lVIather and his associates seems to be open to more than one kind of interpretation, and leaves room for argmnent about the number of genes involved, their modifiability under selection, and the extent of their pleiotropic effects. Linkage and its effect in causing correlated responses to selection must be relatively important in species with few chromosomes, such as D~'osol)hila , provided that the character selected is affected by many genes. But its importance may be quite secondary in species with a large number of chromosomes, e.g. most laboratory animals.
One consequence of the view put forward is that extreme genetic effects, such as the lethality and overdominance postulated to explain the unstable genetic equilibrium in ou~ selected long-wing strain, may have been created by the continued selection, and do not necessarily imply that non-additive effects of such magnitude e~st in the unse]ected stock. One must be cautious in making inferences about the genetic situation in the unselected strain fi'om experiments with genetic effects which have, perhaps, been transformed and magnified by selection until we can detect ~hem. There is, however, some evidence from the progeny tests that the tmselected strain contains some non-additive genetic variance and, crude as this test is, it suggests that the basis of the peculiar mechanism brought to light by selection may have existed in the parent stock.
Another consequence of our theory is that part of the differences created by ssleetim~ will be conditional on the genetic background, and will disappear when this is changed.
The special balaneer stocks available in D. melaqwgaster make it possible to test this effect on a chromosome level, by building up gsnotypes containing specified chromosomes from various strains, and thus studying the effect of substituting a particular chromosome for another in different backgrounds. Tests of this kind are being made on our different strains selected for large and small size, and it is hoped to publish the results shortly.
A characteristic of most selection experiments with laboratory animals is the small population used and the consequent rather high rats of inbreeding. In early experiments continued brother-sister mating was the rule, while Mather has employed a system of mating which leads to a rats of inbreeding lying between those for repeated double first cousin and quach'uple second cousin systems (el. Wright, 1921) . In ore' own experiments the population number has been somewhere within the limits of six and eighteen each generation, depending on the proportion of the total parents who contributed to the next generation. This system also involves a significant inbreeding pressure, although the rate is substantially lower than in Mather's experiments. Such high rates of inbreeding must influence the amount of progress under selection, and also perhaps, the probability of setting up an unstable genetic equilibrimn, by limiting the number of alternative genes available in the population. In order to study this problem, some experiments using mass selection on a larger population have recently been carried out. Further experiments are in progress on other aspects of the problem of the genetic control of body size, and it is hoped to report on them shortly.
Sv~r~ra~Y
1. This paper describes experiments on a strain of Drosophila melcmogaster which longcontinued selection failed to make homozygous, and discusses a gene model put forward to explain its behavioar.
2. Under selection for long wings, the strain has remained for more than fifty generations in Lmstable genetic equilibrium, characterized by a phenotypie variance 50 % greater, and size 8 5/0 greater than in the unseleeted (control) stock. 9 3. When selection is relaxed or reversed, variance declines sharply and the deviations of wing and thorax length decline by 50 and 20 %, respectively.
~. No second-chromosome lethals were found in the selected stock, but some flies were homozygous for a third-chromosome gens--or block of genes--which was lethal in the genetic background of the lethal test.
5. Progeny tests indicated that about 50 ~ of the variance of wing length was due to additive genetic effects, compared with 40 % after a generation of relaxed selection, and 30 ~/o in the unseleeted stock. Selection appeared to have increased the additive genetic variance 2 89 times, leaving the remaining variance (other genetic plus environmental) unchanged.
6. Additional tests indicate that, in spite of the appearance of additivsnsss given by the progeny tests, artificial selection has been favouring the flies most hstsrozygous for genes affecting body-size.
7. A genetic asymmetry in the relative changes of wing and thorax length dm'ing selection for large and small size is discussed.
8. The genetic correlation between wing and thorax length is about 0.75 in the unselected stock, and even higher (0.86) after selection. Other evidence supports this conclusion. Nevertheless, wing length declines relatively 2 89 times as much as thorax len~h, when selection is relaxed. 9. This apparent contradiction may be due to a postulated effect of continued selection in modifying the effects of unfixed genes on the selected character. Comparison of the genetic variances of the two characters before and after selection lends some suppmr to this hypothesis.
10. There is a negative correlation between parent size and viability, in progeny tests on the selected strain, which appears to be due mainly to a correlation between size and larval mortality; but this alone could not account for the failm'e to advance under selection. Neither sterility nor mating behaviour can account for this failure and some further genetic mechanism must be at work.
11. In an inbreeding test, lines were taken from the selected strain and sib-mated with and without selection. The latter lost half their ,wing-length deviation and most of their variance, but the selected lines showed no size decrease, although theft' variance fell nearly as sharply as in the unselected lines. After mass-mating without selection for a few generations, the size of the selected lines declined to that of the unselected lines.
12. A detailed analysis of the inbreeding experiment suggested that the genetic variance of the selected strain was due mainly to the combined effects of two linked lethals with heterozygous effects on size, and either a pail' of alleles showing overdominance of the heterozygote for size, or possibly two linked dominant genes. The effects of these genes on wing length, when in certain combinations, could be estimated.
13. A gene model based on these postulated effects can explain practically all the phenomena observed in our experiments, including the behaviom" of the selected inbred lines, the apparent homozygosity of a lethal shown by the lethal test, the high total genetic and additive genetic variance and the latter's decline when selection is relaxed. It also provides aa explanation of the unstable genetic equilibrium maintained by selection for long wings. The variance of a quantitative character can, therefore, be attributed with some probability, in this instance, to the effects of three or four pairs of genes with major effects.
14. Calmflation of the expected regression of offspring on mid-parent length in both random mating and assortative mating progeny tests, for various forms of the postulated gene model, shows that assortative mating may have comparatively little effect on the estimate of heritability, even when there are important non-additive effects present.
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